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        establised 1997

        © Watertec 2024.  by Hashseven Inc®

        
            
                Disclaimer: Online Shopping Option is not available on our website. Please Contact our Toll Free Number
                    1800-121-2191 for enquiries.
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 to Watertec 
 


                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                About Company
                                                
                                            
                                        


                                        
                                            
                                                WATERTEC - an Atma Nirbhar company since 1997 was born from the illustrious pedigree. Ever since the path has been to revolutionise the conventional bath spaces by providing Total Bathroom solutions with its 3 pronged product portfolio.See more
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                            3 Pronged Product Portfolio

                        

                        
                            Watertec products are designed to deliver the 360-degree hygiene and sustainability in bathrooms across India.
                                We have a 3-pronged product portfolio that is strategically and scientifically devised to include:
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    1.

                                    

                                    Behind the wall

                                    
                                        Physically invisible yet playing an active role in the backstage of your bathroom, are products like Pipes and Fittings, they're 100% leak-proof, have slip-free joints, and are made using anti-fungal and anti-bacterial materials.
                                        

                                    


                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    2.

                                    

                                    Inside the wall

                                    
                                        Vital to the functioning of your bathroom, products like Cisterns, both the Dual Flush and Concealed Cistern variants are easy to install, designed to save water, operate smoothly, and last longer too.
                                        

                                    


                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    3.

                                    

                                    Outside the wall

                                    
                                        Enhancing the aesthetics of your bathroom with elegant, classy designs, are products like bathroom fittings, accessories, and sanitary ware, across our Polymer, Chrome-Plated, and Affordable Luxury Categories, they are eco-friendly and easy to maintain.
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                                CAREER

                                
                                    
                                        

                                        

                                        Watertec is a team of more than 1000 employees spread across India. We combine a proven track record and professional skills, woven together with a culture of trust & caring. Our approach is built on empowering employees to take on challenging assignments and explore their potential.

                                            Watertec is a 25+ year old company with the workforce of average age of 32.

                                        
                                             Read more

                                        Mail Your resume to : hrd@watertecindia.com


                                    

                                

                            


                        


                    

                

            


            
                
                    
                        

                    

                    
                        

                    

                    
                        

                            
                                Tamilnadu , India

                                
                                    No.766 & 767, 3rd Floor, MAPA Center, Puliakulam Rd, opposite LuLu Hypermarket, Papanaickenpalayam, Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu - 641037
 

                                    marketing@watertecindia.com

                                    18001212191
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